Action Verbs for Scholarship Writing

achieved
directed
influenced
piloted
separated
acted
discovered
informed
planned
served
adapted
dispensed
initiated
played
set
addressed
displayed
innovated
predicted
sat-up
administered
disproved
inspected
prepared
sewed
advised
dissected
inspired
prescribed
shaped
analyzed
distributed
installed
presented
shared
anticipated
diverted
instituted
printed
showed
arbitrated
dramatized
instructed
processed
sketched
ascertained
drew

integrated
produced
sold
assembled
drove
interpreted
programmed
solved
assessed
dug
interviewed
projected
sorted
attained
edited
invented
promoted
spoke
audited
eliminated
inventoried
proof-read
studied
arranged
emphasized
investigated
protected
summarized
budgeted
enforced
judged
provided
supervised
built
established
kept
publicized
supplied
calculated
estimated
lectured
purchased
symbolized
charted
evaluate
lead

questioned
synthesized
checked
examined
learned
raised
systematized
classified
explained
lifted
read
talked
coached
expanded
listened
realized
taught
collected
experimented
logged
reasoned
team-built
communicated
expressed
made
received
tended
complied
extracted
maintained
reconciled
tested & proved
completed
filed
managed
recommended
told
composed
financed
manipulated
recorded
took
computed
fixed
meditated
recruited
took instruction